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Great vocals, sensuality and rhythm. Mature and soothing acoustic soul and funky folk guitar. 15 MP3

Songs POP: Folky Pop, FOLK: like Joni Details: CHRISTINA LUX ACOUSTIC SOUL  FUNKY FOLK

"Little Luxuries" is the title of Christina Lux's second album and a fascinating insight into the qualities of

the singer and guitarist, who has earned a fantastic reputation over the last years. Solid grooving rhythms

and softly trickling finger picking on the guitar. Jazzy-soul passages full of improvisation, in which the

magnificent, warm and deeply moving voice gets under the skin. Sometimes it's piercingly soft and

sometimes powerfully wild. A charismatic presence, close and with no pretences, and a great authority in

her lyrics make Christina Lux's concerts something special. Rsum 1977 At the age of twelve she

experiences the legendary band GURU GURU of "Elektrolurch" Mani Neumeier as they practice in her

parents' old farmhouse. 1980 Discovers her father's old guitar... From 1989 she sings background for

EDO ZANKI, JULE NEIGEL, MICK KARN, JON LORD (DEEP PURPLE), OLETA ADAMS, GABRIELLE,

A.J.GROCE and many more. Lead vocals for RMB on Widesreen  Mission Horizon 1994-99 Christina Lux

becomes part of the multicultural A-Capella formation VOCALEROS, who release two CDs. The

Vocaleros appear in the ARD Saturday evening show "Geld oder Liebe". 1998 Special Guest on the

"Klein-aber-fein" Tour of FURY IN THE SLAUGHTERHOUSE. 1999 Opener for PAUL YOUNG (UK) and

LONG JOHN BALDRY (UK) 2000 Opener for STATUS QUO (UK) 2001 Opener for TUCK  PATTI (USA)

2001-2004 many concerts in Europe and Germany. One song has been used on "the OC" TV series on

FOX in April 2004. It was "all the kings horses" written by her and Torsten Wingenfelder driftland.de and

is released on the compilation "Believe" Solo Discography She Is Me (1998) Little Luxuries (1999) Pure

Love (2001) Live at Stadtgarten (2003) Believe a compilation (2004)
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